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This work is a continuation of previous one performed using 
a 64-core cluster with 128G RAM from HPI Lab. 

In our previous project [1, 2, 3], we defined personal risk 
detection as the timely identification of a situation when 
someone is at imminent peril, such as a health crisis or a car 
accident. A risk-prone situation should produce sudden and 
significant deviations in user patterns, and the changes can 
be captured by a group of sensors, such as an 
accelerometer, gyroscope, and heart rate monitor, which are 
normally found in current wearable devices. 

The present work rises with the aim of improving our 
previous results. In order to achieve it, the following two 
approaches were tested: 1) a visualization method in real-
time of PRIDE users leverage with a one-class classifier 
called Bagging-TPMiner, 2) the addition of frequency-
domain features to the time- domain features embraced in 
the PRIDE dataset.

Reduction of processing time is crucial when developing an on-line monitoring system for personal risk detection. The 
experiments done for visualization show a better manner to determine whenever a person is in risk, allowing a decision maker to 
make an informed decision based on the visual aids. For the conversion of the features in PRIDE to the frequency-domain, we are 
still working on this process so our results are only partial.

In order to support real-time decision making through the use
of wearables, we have designed a novel visualization
approach proposed in [3]. Furthermore, the visualization
approach can be leveraged via a classifier.

PRIDE Users No. of 
sensors

No. of records No. of 
labels 

NCDS 23 (8 female, 
15 male)

8 7,416,866 14 activities

ACDS 23 (8 female, 
15 male)

8 16,270 5 stressful
conditions
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Introduction

Approach

• Visualization of personal risk-prone situations using PRIDE
dataset.

A visualization model capable of providing a decision maker
a visual description of the physiological behavior of an
individual, so she may infer whether further assistance is
required or if a risky situation is in progress.

• Preprocessing PRIDE in time-frequency domain for online
personal risk detection.

We calculate the frequency domain features and add them to
the time domain features obtained from the PRIDE dataset.

PRIDE Dataset

The specialized data repository Personal RIsk Detection
(PRIDE) dataset was used. We captured data from test
subjects under normal (NCDS) and abnormal conditions
(ACDS).

FiToViz model: A visual platform 
for risk assessment.

Conclusions and current work

Published work

Taken from: 
http://cosasdehombres.com/microsoft-band-la-pulsera-de-los-deportistas/
https://developer.android.com/distribute/tools/promote/brand.html
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Four different types of activities can be visualized: a) Normal activity; Simulation of a risk situation: b) evacuation alert, c) 
running away, and d) fighting back.

Step 1: Data Collection

Step 2.a: 
Data VisualisationDevelopment

Step 2.b: 
Classification Algorithm

Step 3: Visual Classification 
Model (plus Video)

Step 4: Human Visual 
Interaction (Future Research)

Visualization platform for personal risk detection. In step 1, measurements from sensors in the user band are 
collected in order to build a dataset, referred to as PRIDE. Our current visual model works off-line and takes PRIDE as 
input for step 2, where two processes run simultaneously: During step 2a we developed the visual model from sensor 
variables, and in step 2b our classification algorithm is trained and tested for every user in the PRIDE dataset. 
In step 3, our visual model and our classification algorithm are merged, running synchronously and using, for 
demonstration purposes, a subset of PRIDE from a single user. The following video shows a sample of the outcome: 
https://youtu.be/fbiHY2B10pM. 
Step 4, which pictures the work to be developed in this proposal, includes the on-line version of our model, where a 
decision-maker can assess risk in real time, for a group of users simultaneously. Both the classifier and the visualization 
model complement each other to help decision making more robust and less error prone.


